The experimental results of seven full-scale thin RC shear walls subjected to cycling loading are presented. The objective of these experiments is to evaluate the use of electro-welded wire mesh as the main reinforcement instead of a conventional reinforcement. Six walls are equipped with the electro-welded wire mesh, which is made of a non-ductile material, and one wall is reinforced with conventional bars, which are made of a ductile material. A single layer of main reinforcement is used in both directions. The edges of all walls are reinforced with conventional bars. These walls are widely used in low-and mid-rise buildings in central Peru, especially in Lima City. The structural behaviors are examined in terms of strength, stiffness, dissipated energy, and equivalent viscous damping. Finally, the ''Three-parameter Park hysteretic model'' is calibrated in order to reproduce the behaviors of the thin walls reinforced with the conventional reinforcement and electro welded-wire mesh. The parameters are applied to the results of the other walls reinforced by the electro-welded wire mesh. The results of numerical simulations are in good agreement with experimental results.
Introduction
Shear walls are an important aspect of buildings. They brace structures against lateral forces such as those generated by wind or earthquakes. The shear wall will experience inelastic deformations usually at the base of the wall during a strong earthquake. These inelastic deformations are beneficial to structures from an economic point of view. If we want to keep the structures with only elastic deformations at the occurrence of an earthquake, the cost would be increased.
During the last big earthquake in Latin America, the 2010 Chile earthquake, some buildings whose resistance systems to lateral loads were thin walls suffered from severe damage and in some cases collapsed [1] . In Peru, especially in Lima City, many similar types of buildings have been built since 2000, and the number of these types of buildings being constructed has been increasing over the years. However, Lima City has not been hit by a big earthquake since 1974. Therefore, it is difficult to know the behaviors of these buildings during seismic events.
In 1998, a group of engineers in Peru initiated a monotonic and cyclical testing program for thin walls with nominal strength to a compression of 9.81 MPa (100 kgf/cm 2 ) for structural concrete. At that time, these thin walls were used in one-or two-story buildings, with vertical and horizontal reinforcements below the minimum specified in the Peruvian design code for structural walls [2] .
In 1999, the first apartment building with more than three stories was designed and constructed in the Miraflores district, Lima, Peru. Materials Bank (BANMAT) promoted this project in order to relieve the slumming of land. From 2001 to 2005, other companies supported new investigations on this system. Those investigations were developed by both the Japan-Peru Center for Earthquake Engineering Research and Disaster Mitigation (CISMID) of the National University of Engineering (UNI) and the Pontifical Catholic University of Peru (PUCP). These investigations were directed at evaluating the impact in the capacity curves of the differences in stress-strain curves of ductile bars and an electro-welded wire mesh. They also evaluated the implications of the absence of confinement at the edges of the walls owing to their small thicknesses. With the results of these studies, some changes were made on standards E.030 [3] and E.060 [4] that incorporated specific articles on these types of walls called ''limited ductility walls.'' Both CIS-MID and PUCP subsequently continued the research to evaluate the use of electro-welded wire mesh as reinforcement of these walls.
A way to understand the behavior of an element or entire structure is through experimentation. In 1995, Pilakoutas and Elnashai studied the cyclic behavior of reinforced concrete cantilever walls [5] and compared the experimental results with analytical solutions with respect to stiffness characteristics, limit states, and deformational characteristics [6] . Tasnimi [7] analyzed the experimental results of four structural shear walls of conventional constructions subjected to cyclic lateral displacement. The results were analyzed in terms of cracking, strength degradation, deformation, stiffness, and ductility. Riva et al. [8] analyzed the results of an experimental test on a full-scale RC structural wall subjected to cyclic loading. In the studies previously mentioned, the arrangement of the main reinforcement was horizontal and vertical. Shaingchin et al. [9] studied the influence of web diagonal reinforcement on the cyclic behavior of structural walls. Most of these studies refer to the use of conventional bars as the main reinforcement and changing the amount or arrangement, but information on the use of electro-welded wire mesh in structural walls is limited. Tang and Zhang [10] developed a numerical model of a generic RC shear wall and foundation considering the nonlinear behaviors of the shear wall and the foundation response. Gonzales and López-Almansa [11] evaluated seismic performance of seven existing representative thin shear-wall and mid-height buildings located in Peru performing static and dynamic nonlinear response analyses.
In the present paper, the results of experiments carried out at CISMID in 2004 [12] will be investigated in detail by numerical simulation. Based on the experimental results, the ''Three-parameter Park hysteretic model'' is calibrated and validation of the numerical simulation is discussed. The walls employed in this study are the typical type of walls used in Peruvian buildings.
Description of the full-scale experiment
In 2004, a series of experiments were carried out on the thin walls with identical dimensions but with different amounts and types of reinforcement. The walls were cast at full scale with constant thickness and their height-to-length (h w /l w ) ratio was set to 0.91. These walls were subjected to slow cyclic horizontal loading. The responses of seven walls were studied in terms of elastic stiffness and maximum strength [12] .
Details of specimens
Two types of reinforcements were used in the experiment: a conventional reinforcement, which is made of a ductile material, and an electro-welded wire mesh, which is made of a non-ductile material. A comparison of tensile tests carried out in bars of different types of reinforcement has been conducted in a previous study [2] . In this earlier study, it was observed that Peruvian conventional reinforcement bars have a yield zone, whereas the electrowelded wire mesh does not show such characteristics.
The tensile tests in conventional reinforcement bars under the denomination A615-G60 were carried out at laboratories of the National University of Engineering and Pontifical Catholic University. The bars yielded under a tensile stress of approximately 450 MPa with an associated strain of 0.002. In the case of electro-welded wire mesh, the yield strain was 0.0035, and the yield stress was approximately 485 MPa (Fig. 1) . Although the modulus of elasticity for the electro-welded wire mesh is lower than that for the conventional rebar, these values coincide with those presented by the technical manual provided by the producer [13] . The compression strength of concrete used in the walls was 17.16 MPa according to the tests carried out on cylindrical specimens. The nominal dimensions of all specimens were a height of 2400 mm, a length of 2650 mm, and a thickness of 100 mm. A distribution slab 2000 mm wide and 120 mm thick was built in the top of the walls. These walls were monolithically connected to a foundation, which was used to fix the wall to the floor in order to consider a fully fixed footing. The nominal dimensions of this foundation were a width of 900 mm and a height of 300 mm.
The variations of reinforcement in walls are presented in Table  1 . The walls can be classified into three groups according to the type of main reinforcement: MQE188EP (Group A), MQE257EP (Group B), and MFIEN3EP (Group C). The first group is formed by three walls equipped with the same main reinforcement (mesh QE188). The first two walls of this group had dowels identical to those of the main reinforcement, and one had dowels with the conventional reinforcement bars with a diameter of 9.5 mm, spaced every 250 mm (#3 @ 250). The second group of walls had main reinforcement mesh, QE257, with a variation in the dowels similar to Group A. The last group consisted of a wall with the main reinforcement and dowels of #3 @ 250. All of the walls had the same reinforcement at the edges: three ductile bars with a diameter of 12.7 mm (3 #4). The meshes used in specimens had the characteristics presented in Table 2 . Fig. 2 shows the geometry and distribution of reinforcement in MQE188EP and MFIEN3EP. The distribution of reinforcement of MQE257EP is similar to the MQE188EP.
Instrumentation and load frame
The instrumentation of the specimens with force transducers and displacement transducers (LVDTs) allowed the monitoring of loads and in-plane displacements. To support these devices, a steel frame was built around each specimen. This steel frame was also Fig. 1 . Stress-strain relationships for electro-welded wire mesh [2] . used as a reaction frame for a vertical actuator that applied a confinement load to the walls. A reaction wall was used as a support for a lateral electro-hydraulic actuator of ±490 kN with the capacity to produce displacements of ±200 mm. This actuator was controlled with a Shimadzu 9525 controller and a personal computer with an analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog signal conversion card. The behaviors of walls were monitored through the sensors connected to a signal conditioner that transfers the data to a computer for every measurement step. The working range of LVDTs varies from 10 to 100 mm. Fig. 3a shows the positions of LVDTs on walls, and Fig. 3b shows the load application scheme.
Loading history and testing procedure
Before applying the lateral load, a vertical load of approximately 186 kN, which represents 4% of the maximum capacity of wall to compression, was applied through an electro-hydraulic actuator. This load represents the weight that should be expected at the bottom of a central wall in a building with five stories and was kept constant throughout the tests. In order to simulate the loading expected during an earthquake, a simple horizontal cyclic loading history with small increments was used. The horizontal loading was applied at a quasi-static rate with cycles controlled by displacement. The location of this horizontal load was the center of the distribution slab. Table 3 shows the numbers of phases and cycles imposed on the walls and also their respective target displacement at the top. When the target displacement is generated, the force was kept constant to assess the distribution and widths of cracks. Then, the specimens were gradually unloaded. Three cycles per phase were applied. In the case of MFIEN3EP, the first two phases kept the wall within the elastic range if we compare the displacements at the top with the theoretical yield displacement. The same thing can be said for the other walls.
Test results

Load-displacement diagrams
The relationships between the applied load and displacement at the top of the wall are shown in Fig. 4 . The displacement was recorded by LVDT-5 shown in Fig. 3a .
Although the walls of Group A, MQE188EP-01 and MQE188EP-02, have the same dimensions and reinforcement, their hysteretic curves are slightly different. The hysteretic curve observed for the wall MQE188EP-02 exhibits more pinching and unloading stiffness degradation than that for the wall MQE188EP-01. In the case of Group B, MQE257EP-01 and MQE257EP-02 show similar hysteretic curves. The hysteretic curve obtained from MQE257EP-03 ( Fig. 4(f) ) shows an asymmetrical shape in the 12th cycle. The hysteretic curve of MFIEN3EP (Fig. 4g) shows a reduction in strength in phase 3 and then an increment in strength in the subsequent phases. This tendency is neither observed in the negative part of the curve nor in other walls. To calibrate the parameters of the numerical model, the experimental results in the negative part of the hysteretic curve for the wall MFIENE3P and those of the hysteretic curve for the wall MQE257EP-01 were mainly used in this study. Table 4 describes the behavior of the walls in every phase during the tests qualitatively. In summary, most of the walls presented a horizontal crack along their base (joint between the wall and foundation) in phase 1. The cause of these initial cracks could be the time gap between the construction of the foundation and walls. Cracks due to flexure appear between phases 2 and 3, and their lengths increase between phases 3 and 4. Also, in this period, shear cracks appeared. The crushing in the corners and slippage of the base began between phases 5 and 6. Fig. 5 shows the final states of some walls.
Crack pattern and failure mode
Evaluation of structural characteristics of the thin walls based on experiments to calibrate the numerical model
Maximum strength of the walls
The maximum strengths are estimated from the experiments as the peak lateral loads from the hysteretic curves. A summary of these results is shown in Table 5 . Fig. 6a shows the skeleton curves estimated from the experimental results for all walls. The behaviors of the walls in the elastic range are similar, but they show slightly different responses in the inelastic range. The walls reinforced with the mesh QE188 exhibit the lowest maximum strength, and the walls reinforced with the conventional reinforcement exhibit the highest maximum strength. As for MFIEN3EP, the strength slightly increases even after a displacement of 12 mm. 
Initial stiffness and stiffness degradation
To estimate the initial stiffness before cracking, the expressions presented below were used, which consider the case of a cantilever beam. In this equation, shear and flexural deformations are considered.
where E is the elastic modulus and G is the shear modulus. They are set as 19.45 GPa and 7.75 GPa, respectively. Av is the shear area, and I is the moment of inertia. Because all the walls have the same geometry and equivalent elasticity modulus, the initial stiffness for all specimens is 342.02 kN/mm.
The initial positive stiffness (K þ ini ) is defined by taking an average value of the three cycles in the first phase as the ratio between the force and the maximum positive horizontal displacement. The initial negative stiffness (K À ini ) is defined for the negative part of a cy- Table 5 Summary of properties of walls: maximum strengths (F max ), maximum moment developed during the first phase (M 1Phase ), theoretical moment for flexural cracking (M CR ), estimation of initial stiffness (K ini-eq ) and theoretical initial stiffness (K Theo. ). cle in the similar manner (Fig. 6b) . The initial equivalent stiffness (K ini-eq ) is estimated as the slope between the peak positive and negative displacements for the first cycle in the first phase. Table  5 presents the initial stiffness obtained from the experimental results for the first phase.
As seen from the data in Table 5 , there is a discrepancy between the theoretical value (K Theo ) and those from the experimental results. The same table shows a comparison between the maximum moment developed during the first phase and the theoretical moment for flexural cracking (M CR ). As observed, the latter moment is not exceeded for the walls MQE188EP-01, MQE188EP-02, MQE188EP-03, MQE257EP-01, and MFIEN3EP. Based on these values, the reduction in initial stiffness could not be explained with respect to the moment for flexural cracking. Cracking of concrete owing to drying shrinkage before the test could result in these differences [14, 15] . The initial stiffness estimated from the test is almost 55% of the theoretical value. A similar tendency has been reported previously [16] . Table 6 shows the variation in the initial stiffness for MFIEN3EP. Owing to the development of cracks, the equivalent initial stiffness decreases as the displacement increases, as expected. Similar tendencies could be observed for the other walls. Fig. 6b shows the variation in the lateral equivalent stiffness (K eq ) with respect to the total displacement at the top of the wall. Specimen MQE188EP-01 exhibits more reduction in lateral equivalent stiffness than the other walls although it has the same tendency. In the later test cycles, MFIEN3EP exhibits larger lateral equivalent stiffness than the other walls. The lateral stiffness of all the walls implies a considerable reduction in the inelastic range. The values reduced to almost 46% of the initial values when the walls reached the yielding state (D TOP = 3 mm). On the other hand, when the walls reached the displacement limit established by the Peruvian code [3] , the lateral stiffness reduced to almost 16% of the initial value (D TOP = 12 mm). This could be produced by an increase in the width and depth of cracks.
Dissipated energy and equivalent viscous damping
One of the requirements in the performance-based design is to control damage during an earthquake. Damage can be expressed as a linear combination of the maximum deformation ratio and the energy dissipation during cyclic loading. In order to control dam- Table 6 Variation in initial stiffness for MFIEN3EP before yielding.
Phase
Cycle no. age, structures must be able to dissipate energy reliably during cyclic loads [17, 18] . A convenient approach to estimate the energy dissipated is to determine the area under the load-displacement diagrams [6, 19] . Fig. 6c and d shows the energy dissipated and cumulative dissipated energy as a function of the displacement at the top respectively.
As can be seen in the previous figures, all specimens exhibit almost the same amount of dissipated energy in every cycle except for MQE188EP-01, which exhibits more dissipated energy than the other walls. Specimens with reinforcement QE188 (Group A) show a slightly larger cumulative dissipated energy than the other walls. There are no differences between Groups B and C because they have a similar amount of the main reinforcement even when the type of reinforcement is different. Prior to the theoretical yielding (displacement at the top of 3 mm), a very small amount of energy was dissipated. According to Fig. 6(c) , the first cycle of every phase dissipates more energy than the subsequent cycles. Another way to estimate energy dissipation is in terms of damping. In the case of structural elements subjected to cyclic loads, it is common to use the equivalent viscous damping (n eq ) defined in Eq. (2) [19] .
where E D is the dissipated energy in one cycle and E S0 is the elastic strain energy stored in an equivalent linear elastic system at maximum displacement.
Because a hysteresis curve is not completely symmetrical, n eq was estimated in two ways: one with the positive part of the cycle (n þ eq ) and the other with the negative part of the cycle (n À eq ) (see Fig. 6e ). Fig. 6e shows the equivalent viscous damping, which is derived using the negative part of the cycle, in terms of the top displacement. The damping estimated from MQE188EP-01 is different from those estimated from the other walls. The equivalent viscous damping during the first two phases is approximately 0.07 for almost all of the walls except for MQE188EP-01 and MQE188EP-02. These two walls show an equivalent viscous damping of 0.10.
Summary of the experimental results
Comparing the structural characteristics estimated with respect to Groups A, B, and C, the hysteretic curves obtained from the walls have almost the same tendencies in terms of strength, stiffness degradation, dissipated energy, and equivalent viscous damping, except for MQE188EP-01. This difference in response of MQE188EP-01 could be related to the problems during the construction process of this wall. Although the main reinforcement, which affects the shear resistance, was changed with respect to the Groups, similar response trends for all of the walls were found. In the case of the walls with dowels, only the wall MQE188EP-03 presented a sliding crack at the level of the end of the dowels. These findings indicate that the behaviors of the walls are mainly dominated by flexure because the edge reinforcement remained constant for all of the walls.
Calibration of Three-parameter Park hysteretic model
The experimental program provided the responses of typical thin RC shear walls that are used in low-and mid-rise buildings in central Peru. Numerical models of these walls are prepared and calibrated using experimental results in this chapter. The nonlinear material response is one of the causes of energy dissipation in hysteretic cycles. Numerical models are prepared in the program IDARC 2D version 7 [20] . The Three-parameter Park hysteretic model is used in order to simulate the nonlinear response under cyclic loading. This model was first proposed by Park et al. [21] as part of the original IDARC program. The model considered the stiffness degradation, strength degradation, nonsymmetric response, slip-lock, and tri-linear monotonic envelope. In 1992, Kunnath et al. [22] redefined the parameter ''strength degradation'' depending on ductility and/or energy. The parameters that define the Three-parameter Park hysteretic model are a, b1, b2, and c. A graphical description of the influences of each parameter in the hysteretic behavior is presented in Fig. 7 . The effect of increased stiffness degradation at larger deformation levels is introduced by the parameter a. In Fig. 7a , it is shown that the unloading paths on the primary curve target a common point. The value of this new point is equal to aM y . The parameters b1 and b2 determine the amount of strength decay as a function of dissipated energy (E) and ductility (l c ). In Fig. 7b , the value of M new is estimated as follows
where A T is the total area under the M À / loops, M y is the yield moment, / y is the yield curvature, / max is the maximum attained curvature, M max is the maximum moment attained in a cycle, and M new is the maximum moment attained in a subsequent cycle. In case of slip or pinching behavior, the loading paths, upon crossing the zero moment axis, aim a lower target point specified by cMy and retain this smaller stiffness until the path crosses the cracking deformation. Upon crossing the cracking deformation point, the loading paths aim the previous maximum point, unless strength deterioration is also specified, in which case a lower target point is used (Fig. 7c) . The required parameters to define the hysteretic model are calibrated using the results of the walls MFIE-N3EP (Group C) and MQE257EP-01 (Group B) based on the strength, stiffness, energy dissipated, and equivalent viscous damping. The parameters are then validated with the results of walls from the other groups.
Modeling of material properties
To predict the hysteretic curve of a specimen, the nonlinear behaviors of materials should be modeled numerically. As the walls are made of concrete, electro-welded wire mesh, and conventional reinforcement, three nonlinear models are employed in the numerical simulation.
In the case of concrete, unconfined concrete is assumed because the thickness of the walls is small (100 mm) and does not allow any type of confinement. The Kent and Park model was considered in this study [23] . The tensile strength of concrete was neglected. The value of the compressive strength of concrete (f 0 c) is estimated from the results of cylindrical specimens mentioned in Section 2.1.
The concrete modulus (Ec) was determined from f 0 c following the Peruvian design code E.060 [4] . The ultimate strain was set to be 0.0035 [24] , and the other parameters have been estimated using the expressions of Kent and Park [23] .
For reinforcement, the uniaxial behavior of the conventional reinforcement and electro-welded wire mesh is modeled by the trilinear model. The behavior is considered to be the same for compressive and tensile stresses. The first part of this curve can be attributed to linear material behavior, for example, the stresses and strains are proportional to each other, whereas the second part is related to the inelastic incursion up to a limit stress. The last part of the model considers the hardening of the material. The modulus of elasticity (Es), yield strength (fy), maximum stress (fu), and hardening strain are estimated from tests presented by Gálvez [2] .
Modeling of structural elements
In IDARC 2D, shear wall elements are modeled using macro formulation considering flexural, shear, and axial deformations. Flexural and shear components of the deformation are coupled in the spread plasticity formulation. The Three-parameter Park hysteretic model can be used for both the flexural and shear deformations. Axial deformations are modeled using a linear-elastic spring element uncoupled to the flexural and shear spring elements. To estimate the flexural properties of the wall, IDARC 2D uses the fiber model. The inelastic shear properties are estimated using the equations presented by Hirosawa [25] . These equations were determined based on test results of 179 specimens, including eight walls with wire-mesh as the main reinforcement.
Process of calibration
As previously mentioned, the results obtained from the walls MFIEN3EP and MQE257EP-01 were used to calibrate the parameters of the Three-parameter Park hysteretic model. A range of values for these parameters is suggested in [21] . Calibration of the numerical model was performed by changing the value of each parameter. The four sets of models were considered, and only one parameter was calibrated in every model. For example, in Set 1, the stiffness degradation (a) was changed from mild to severe degrading. A summary of the variation in parameters and their respective values is shown in Table 7 .
These parameters were changed, and the shape of the hysteretic curve from the test was compared with that from the numerical simulation. In addition, stiffness degradations, energy dissipated, cumulative energy dissipated, equivalent viscous damping, and unloading stiffness were compared.
Estimation of parameters
Following the process presented in Section 5.3, it was possible to analyze the response sensitivity for every parameter. This analysis was done following a subjective criterion using Fig. 8 . Table 8 summarizes the influence of every parameter on the response obtained from the numerical simulation.
From Table 8 , it can be seen that parameter a has no influence on strength and stiffness degradation, but it has influence on the equivalent viscous damping, energy dissipated, and unloading stiffness (see Fig. 8a ). The parameter b1 has influence on strength (see Fig. 8b ), equivalent viscous damping, and energy dissipated, but no influence on the stiffness degradation and unloading stiffness. The parameter b2 exhibits influence on the strength (see Fig. 8c ), stiffness degradation, energy dissipated, and equivalent viscous damping (see Fig. 8d ). Finally, the parameter c exhibits influence on the energy dissipated and equivalent viscous damping (see Fig. 8e and f) .
To reproduce the results of the test, a new range of values for the parameters were determined as follows: a < 4, b1 = 0.6, 0.15 < b2 < 0.6, and 0.05 < c < 0.25. With this new range, the most suitable values of parameters were estimated to minimize the relative error in the curves for the structural characteristics obtained from the numerical simulation and experiment. The values are a = 0.9, b1 = 0.6, b2 = 0.01, and c = 0.4. In the case of two of the parameters, b2 and c, the values out of the range were selected because these two parameters affect more than two characteristics of responses. These new values estimated could be interpreted as the wall exhibits extreme unloading stiffness degradation, severe strength degradation based on ductility, no strength degradation based on energy, and mild pinching. The value of b2 can also be interpreted as less significant effects of energy-based strength degradation on the numerical estimations. As is presented in Reinhorn et al. [20] , the unloading stiffness is a function of both initial stiffness and unloading parameter. In this regard, the proposed value of a by this study is strongly related to the analytical value of the initial stiffness. If we had used the experimental initial value, a different value of a would have been obtained. Fig. 9 compare the response from the numerical simulation using the estimated parameters with the experimental results. In the case of unloading stiffness (Fig. 9f) , the unloading stiffness measured in the test and numerical simulation is significantly different in the first phase. In this phase, the wall remains in the elastic range (see Table 3 ). Therefore, the initial loading and unloading stiffness are equal. As mentioned in Section 4.2, the theoretical stiffness is different from the one obtained from the test because of the drying shrinkage of the concrete. The theoretical stiffness was assigned in the numerical simulation. Based on these facts, the initial estimated-numerical and experimental stiffness are different in Fig. 9f. Fig. 10 shows the comparison of hysteretic curves for phase 5 (a) and phase 6 (b). An apparent difference is seen in the unloading stiffness in the last phase, especially on the positive side of the hysteretic curve. The hysteretic curve becomes rounded compared with the initial phase in the experiment, but the numerical model traces the hysteretic behavior as it changes from one linear stage to another. For this reason, the average unloading stiffness was estimated in the experiment. The average unloading stiffness is similar with the value of the unloading stiffness obtained from the numerical simulation. Following the same calibration procedure for the wall MQE257EP-01, the parameters a, b1, b2, and c presented similar values to those found for the wall MFIENE3P. Table 9 shows the estimated parameters, and Fig. 11 shows the comparison of the structural characteristics (hysteretic curve, skeleton curve, lateral stiffness and dissipated energy) obtained from the test and numerical simulation for the wall MQE257EP-01. The results of the numerical simulation are in good agreement with those of the experiment in terms of the hysteretic curve, skeleton curve, lateral stiffness, energy dissipated, and unloading stiffness. In the case of equivalent viscous damping, the correlation is good until phase 5 (displacement at the top equal to 12 mm). The estimations coincided with the experimental results. In general, the responses from the numerical simulation are in good agreement with those from the test. In the case of stiffness degradation and unloading stiffness in the elastic range, there is no good agreement because of the difference in the initial stiffness produced by the cracking of a wall prior to the test. Hysteretic curves are in good agreement until displacement at the top reaches 12 mm. In all cases, the equivalent viscous damping exhibits medium dispersion.
Validation of parameters based on the results of other walls
A set of parameters that define the Three-parameter Park hysteretic model was calibrated using the results from the test on the wall with conventional reinforcement (Group C) and on the wall of Group B (MQE257EP-01). The applicability of those values is evaluated using the results from other tests. This validation was performed comparing the same structural characteristics presented in Section 5.4. Fig. 12 shows the comparison of the experimental hysteretic curves and those from the numerical simulation for the other five walls. The numerical simulation of MQE188EP-01 shows low correlation with the hysteretic curve from the test. The low correlation was expected for the wall because of the reasons mentioned in the previous section. As for the other four walls, the numerical simulation resulted in good estimations compared to the experimental results. The lateral stiffness, energy dissipated, and unloading stiffness obtained from the hysteretic curves also show good correlations, whereas the equivalent viscous damping presented larger dispersions.
Summary and conclusions
The results of static cyclic tests of seven full-scale thin RC shear walls carried out at CISMID were presented. The parameters to define the Three-parameter Park hysteretic model were estimated and validated using the hysteretic curves and characteristics of the responses. From the analysis of test results and the process of calibration and validation, the following conclusions can be drawn:
Although the walls have different main reinforcement, most of the curves show a similar tendency in terms of strength, stiffness degradation, energy dissipated, and equivalent viscous damping. This could indicate that the behavior of the walls is governed by flexure because the only variant in all walls was the main reinforcement (shear reinforcement); the edge reinforcement remained constant.
The walls with low reinforcement ratio, Group A, exhibit a significant deformation capacity although the type of reinforcement consists of non-ductile members.
The walls reinforced with low reinforcement ratio, Group A, exhibit the lowest maximum strength, whereas the wall with higher reinforcement ratio, Group C, exhibits the highest maximum strength. The walls reinforced with electro-welded wire mesh show low strength degradation after the top displacement of 12 mm, which corresponds to an imposed displacement ductility demand of 4.79 and 4.24 for the walls MQE188EP and MQE257EP, respectively, whereas it was not observed in the result of the wall with ductile bars.
All specimens show almost the same level of dissipated energy. The walls of Group A exhibit a slightly larger cumulative dissipated energy than the other walls. In every phase, the walls dissipated more energy in the first cycle than in the subsequent cycles.
Equivalent viscous damping exhibits more dispersion than other characteristics. The mean value is 0.07 for the first two phases found that the parameter a has an influence on equivalent viscous damping, energy dissipated, and unloading stiffness; the parameter b1 has an influence on strength, equivalent viscous damping, and energy dissipated; and the parameter b2 exhibits an influence on strength, stiffness degradation, energy dissipated, and equivalent viscous damping. Finally, the parameter c exhibits an influence on the energy dissipated and equivalent viscous damping. According to the values of the validated parameters, the walls are interpreted to show extreme unloading stiffness degradation, severe strength degradation based on ductility, and no strength degradation based on energy and mild pinching. The results of the numerical simulation are in good agreement with the experimental results. The calibrated model can be used to represent the hysteretic behavior of thin RC Peruvian shear walls numerically. The model allows the assessment of behavior of existing structures, and damage to these walls due to earthquakes will be investigated in a future study.
